Sleep Sets
CHOICES & OPTIONS – MEA

We understand the business of sleep

H

ypnos Contract Beds understands
that every single one of its clients
are in the Business of Sleep.

As the world’s leading contract hospitality
bed supplier, we understand better than
anyone that no two clients’ (nor their guests’)
requirements are ever the same.
With this in mind, we provide tailored
versatile solutions for each hospitality
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property, delivering the perfect sleep
experience for each type and size of
bedroom, ultimately helping to maximise
occupancy revenues and positive reviews.
This document showcases our extensive,
flexible and interchangeable MEA Sleep
Set range, supported by industry-leading
workmanship and durability guarantees, fire
safety certification, bed bug control and
responsible manufacture.
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The Hypnos Difference

Mattresses

Technological innovation, informed by
tradition and service.

With 6 mattress, our range is built around
optimum levels of comfort and support.
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The Selection Process

Bed Bases

Let us take you, step by step, towards the
ideal Sleep Solution for your property.

An opportunity to personalise your guests’
Sleep Experience and room usage options.
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The Queen’s Awards for Enterprise:
International Trade 2017
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A worldwide network of
manufacturing partners

The science behind
comfort, safety and hygiene

Manufacturing locations

Hospitality representatives

Hypnos Contract Beds has an extensive network of global representatives servicing and supplying our
clients locally. We have licensed manufacturing partners in North America, Middle East, Australasia,
Africa and Asia Pacific.

We have dedicated hospitality showrooms in the following MEA countries:

Pressure mapping
We are dedicated to applying science to all
stages of bed making, and pressure point relief is
a key element in this research. There is no more
important area than the point where your guests
meet our product, and our Pressure Mapping
research ensures an excellent Sleep Experience
across our entire product range.

HypnosProtect™
Killing on contact within minutes and establishing
a strong, long-lasting barrier to re-infestation,
our anti bed-bug, anti-dust mite, anti-fungal
and antibacterial treatment is invaluable in the
fight to deliver a quality, hygienic night’s sleep,
minimising complaints, compensation claims and
bad reviews.

South Africa
8-10 Packer Avenue,
Epping 2,
Cape Town,
South Africa

Fire testing
All products conform to the latest fire safety
standards according to local legislation (including
BS7177:2008 (Crib 5) / BS7176 where required)
and are regularly tested for compliance.

Guarantee
All of our hospitality Sleep Sets are supremely
durable and backed by a minimum 5 year
guarantee and are all 100% recyclable at the end
of their life.

All our products are tailored for the requirements of international markets, taking into account
specific regional demands for quality, safety, design, hygiene and housekeeping preferences.

Kenya
Agri Park No. 8-9-13-14,
Thika Highway & Eastern Bypass
Ruiru, Nairobi,
Kenya
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Committed to global sustainability
Hypnos was the first bed maker in the world
to become carbon neutral, an accolade of
which we are extremely proud.
Our licensed manufacturing partners are
continually striving to adopt this pioneering
approach by implementing the Hypnos
philosophy of being carbon neutral.
Committed to sustainable design and
environmental sustainability, Hypnos Contract

Beds offer more than an exceptional sleep
experience; it enhances both our hospitality
clients’ credentials as ecologically responsible
businesses, and continues to maintain a level
of unwavering excellence.

The perfect
Sleep Set makes
the perfect room

Features a Stapleford Pillow Top mattress
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The Sleep Set selection process

E

nsuring your guests’ perfect night’s sleep can be a daunting prospect. With 6 mattresses
and 4 bed bases (all with additional options), serving a multitude of requirements in our
standard range alone, you can see just how many options you have. And that’s before
making your choice of fabric.
This document aims to help you in your selection process, with the intention of delivering the
best sleep solution for your corporate budget and maximising your guests’ sleep experience.

Stage

_

1

Mattress
No two guests are the same, which is why we offer a number of specifications within our
mattress range. All of them have shown, from our extensive pressure mapping research,
to provide optimal levels of comfort for the majority of hotel guests. In addition, all of our
mattresses are tufted to provide greater durability, further enhancing your guests’ sleep
experience and, consequently, their customer loyalty.

Stage

_

The Onyx (Cape Town) – Newmark Group

2

Bed Base
Our extensive tests have shown that all comfort and support is provided by the mattress
and topper, and not the bed base. So, with the mattress choice sorted, this is your chance to
marry it with one of our bed bases, chosen to provide an extensive range of style and practical
housekeeping benefits.

Stage

_

3

Fabrics
Create your perfect sleep solution with high quality fabrics from our Designed for Sleep
hospitality fabric collection*, all of which comply fully with the most current standards
regarding fire, wear and abrasion.
*Fabric options vary between regions. Contact your local representative who would be pleased to talk you through the fabric
options available in your market.

The Stock Exchange (Cape Town) – Newmark Group

†

Core
2

Medium foam

Dual density fibre

Soft foam

Polywool

Hard Felt

Spunbond

Spunbond

Spunbond

Spunbond

Spunbond

Insulator

HypnosProtect™ is an anti-microbial, anti-bacterial and anti bed bug treatment

Westbourne Grande

Kingston Grande

Soft foam
Polyester fibre pad

Polywool
Pillow Top

Soft foam

Lux PU soft

Polywool

Soft foam

Lux PU soft

Polywool

Polyfibre 2

Polylatex 1

Soft foam 1

Wool 1

Pilllow top
1

Kingston Grande

Cottingham Comfort

Cottingham Grande

Stapleford Pillow Top

Fillings

Comparison Table

Mattresses

Springs
springs

276 open coil

800 pocket springs

800 pocket springs

800 pocket springs

800 pocket springs

800 pocket springs

Frame (up to 120cm width)
6g edge wire

6g edge wire

6g edge wire

6g edge wire

6g edge wire

6g edge wire

Tufting

P

P

P

P

P

P

Tick
White Stripe

Stamford Black &

God Of Sleep logo

God Of Sleep logo

God Of Sleep logo

God Of Sleep logo

God Of Sleep logo

Hypnos Protect™ †

O

P

P

P

P

P

Vents (chrome plated)

O

O

O

O

O

O

Height
240mm

260mm

270mm

280mm

300mm

310mm

Torsion side support

O

P

P

P

P

P

Turning labels

P

P

P

P

P

P

Horizontal handles

P

P

P

P

P

P

5 year guarantee

P

P

P

P

P

P
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Stapleford Pillow Top

Cottingham Grande

The Stapleford Pillow Top combines comfort with housekeeping practicality. This no-turn,
lighter mattress offers a sumptuous sleeping surface.

The Cottingham Grande is a highly comfortable, luxurious and supportive hospitality mattress.

Being a no-turn option, the Stapleford Pillow Top mattress reduces housekeeping input
significantly, one of the key factors in its choice of use by some of the world’s most luxurious
hotel chains.

Springs
Fillings

6 800 pocket springs

3

1

Springs
Fillings

1 Wool
3 Polylatex
4 Polyfibre
5 Spunbond

5 800 pocket springs
1 Polywool
2 Lux Pu soft

2 Soft foam

Insulator

2

It has been adopted by some of the world’s leading hotel chains, including Millennium Wadha
(Abu Dhabi) and the Pearl Continental Hotel Group (Pakistan), and offers an exceptional, long
lasting sleep experience for Hotel guests.

6

5

3 Soft foam

4

Insulator

4 Spunbond

5

4

3

2

1
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Cottingham Comfort

Kingston Grande Pillow Top

The Cottingham Comfort combines a single-sided pocket sprung construction with
comfortable layers offering industry leading comfort and support.

The Kingston Grande Pillow Top offers a cost effective entry into Hypnos’ luxury pocket
sprung pillow top mattress range.

Springs

5 800 pocket springs
5

Fillings

3

2

1

At a relatively small premium above traditional open-coil sprung construction, and specifically
designed and built to withstand the rigours of hotel usage, the Kingston Grande Pillow Top
combines individual pocketed springs with functional comfort layers. This no-turn mattress aids
housekeeping duties.

1 Polywool
2 Lux Pu soft

4

3 Soft foam

Insulator

4 Polyfibre

Springs

5 800 pocket springs

5 Spunbond

Fillings

1 Polywool

2

2 Soft foam
3 Polyester fibre pad

Insulator

4 Spunbond

5

4

3

1
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Kingston Grande

Westbourne Grande

Owing its successful heritage to a proven specification favoured by one of the world’s leading
4-star international hotel operators, the Kingston Grande ensures excellent support.

The Westbourne Grande maintains a well-proven support system, representing excellent
commercial value, lasting durability and performance, with the addition of sumptuous comfort
layers. All this results in a deeper mattress ensuring the guest enjoys a great night’s sleep.

Individually pocketed springs complement the body contours of the guest whilst the blend of
polyester and wool adds comfort.

Springs
Springs

4 800 pocket springs

Fillings

1 Polywool

4

3

2

4 276 open coil springs
(in a 150cm size)

1

Fillings

1 Dual density fibre
2 Medium foam

2 Soft foam

Insulator
Insulator

3 Spunbond

3 Hard felt

4

3

2

1
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Versatile sleep
solutions maximise
room usage

Features a Kingston Grande Pillow Top mattress and ClassicBase™ Base
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Bed Bases
Bed Base Dimensions
100cm x 200cm

135cm x 190cm

135cm x 200cm

140cm x 200cm

150cm x 200cm

160cm x 200cm

180cm x 200cm

200cm x 200cm

P

90cm x 200cm

P

90cm x 190cm

This matrix shows how the Bases can be
combined to offer the perfect solution for
your requirements through our Zip & Link
two-piece bed base system.

ClassicBase™

Sizes need to be
confirmed by OB

SlimBase™

When it comes to selecting a Bed Base, each
room presents a variety of challenges for the
hotelier in optimising style, housekeeping
functionality and room usage.

ClassicBase™

Zip & Link Bed Base Combinations

FlexiBase™

Our Bed Bases offer an array of styling and practical options (all with a 5 year guarantee).

ClassicBase™

N/S

N/S

N/S

N/S

N/S

N/S

N/S

N/S

N/S

N/S

FlexiBase™

N/S

N/S

N/S

N/S

N/S

N/S

N/S

N/S

N/S

N/S

SlimBase™

N/S

N/S

N/S

N/S

N/S

N/S

N/S

N/S

N/S

N/S

O

FlexiBase™

P

P

O

SlimBase™

O

O

P

N/S = North/South - i.e. Split vertically for zip and link purposes - maximising room occupancy/versatility.

FlexiBase™

SlimBase™

ClassicBase™

EasyLink™
Bed Base Dimensions – Middle East

Height with castors/legs

350mm

350mm

385mm

Height without castors/legs

290mm

290mm

255mm

Equip with EasyLink™

P

P

P

Developed in response to demand from
housekeepers for Zip & Link beds that
are easier and safer to use and quicker to
transform room function, EasyLink™ allows
for the combination of a number of bed
base options. It is a discreet but effective
linking solution that does not detract from
the aesthetics of the bed base, and ensures a
perfect sleep experience.

Castors, Glides and Legs
FlexiBase™

SlimBase™

Bed Base Dimensions – Africa

ClassicBase™

Pg .

Height with castors/legs

380mm

380mm

385mm

Height without castors/legs

320mm

320mm

255mm

Equip with EasyLink™

P

P

P

Our standard configuration allows for castors
at the head, with glides in the middle and the
foot end of the bed base, providing stability
on both carpets and hard floors, whilst
facilitating lifting and moving by housekeeping.

We offer:
–– Glide
–– Standard twin wheel castor
–– Leg 60mm or 130mm

Pg .
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ClassicBase™

Bed Base |

FlexiBase™

Sprung version is available upon request

As well constructed as it is classic, the
ClassicBase™ is the backbone of our range,
embodying our ethos of tradition and
innovation in bed base design. The single
piece design can be enhanced as a two piece
set to further increase your options, providing
opportunities to maximize room occupancy,
versatility and ease of installation.

A sturdy, practical bed base, the FlexiBase™
has the added flexibility of having the option
of one or two open sides. The extra discrete
storage area* underneath the bed base can
house an under-bed (to increase occupancy),
or be left empty to provide ample additional
storage, freeing up space in the bedroom for
housekeepers or guest luggage storage. The
open sides can be hidden discretely behind
our aperture flap, if required.
*Height of aperture is 29cm

Pg .
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SlimBase™

Sprung version is available upon request

Significantly lower in profile than our
ClassicBase™, SlimBase™ is ideal for rooms
with lower windowsills or chair rails, but
still provides a sturdy solid top for stability
and comfort. Its contemporary design is
particularly suitable for modern room sets.

Features a Cottingham Grande mattress and SlimBase™ Base

The Stock Exchange (Cape Town) – Newmark Group
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Explore the range
Find a sleep solution that’s right for your property

Adding the finishing touch...
...Complete your ideal sleep solution

A

t Hypnos Contract Beds we pride
ourselves on being able to deliver
the perfect sleep solution for each
individual hotelier.
A big part of this is the final design and
colour scheme of your Sleep Set. Our fabric
options vary between regions, therefore
we recommend contacting your local

Designed for Sleep
H O S P I TA L I T Y O V E RV I E W

representative who would be pleased to talk
you through the fabric options available in
your market.
All of our fabrics conform to the latest fire
safety standards, and are regularly tested
for compliance. They also undergo regular
Martindale testing to evaluate resistance to
wear and abrasion, ensuring their durability.

While every effort has been taken to accurately reproduce the colours of our products
when making this brochure, it is not possible to guarantee perfect colour reproduction
due to the limitations of the printing process. Hypnos reserves the right to alter
specifications in the interests of improved design and quality.

Hypnos South Africa
Contour Beds | 8-10 Packer Avenure | Epping 2 | Cape Town | South Africa
T: +27 21 534 7474 | E: enquiries@hypnoscontractbeds.co.za
Hypnos East Africa
Dr. Mattress | Agri Park No. 8-9-13-14 | Thika Highway & Eastern Bypass
P.O. Box: 209-00232 | Ruiru | Nairobi, Kenya
T: +254 708 80 88 88 | E: eastafrica@hypnoscontractbeds.com
Hypnos Middle East
Spring Tech Industries LLC | P.O. Box: 28988 | Sharjah | UAE
T: +971 6 531 0377 | E: info@hypnosbeds-me.com
www.hypnoscontractbeds.com
Hypnos South Africa, East Africa and Middle East are licensed manufacturing
partners of Hypnos Contract Beds Ltd
I S S U E 1

When you have Þnished with
this brochure please recycle it.

